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promoted for the reverse by himself, lacks the courage to confess
himself even morally guilty.
The fire settled the issue. Not merely under the fear of a Red
peril did the nation go to the polls, but under a terror that no
civilized state had known since the Terror in France had raised
terror to be an integral part of the system of government. The
Communist press was completely suppressed; the whole Socialist
press banned for a fortnight, and on both parties the wrath so often
threatened descended But for seven days at least it was an illegal
terror, and although it was terribly effective by reason of its
suddenness, its ubiquitousness, and its brutality, protests could
be and were made, though resistance by force was now impossible.
The unanimous disbelief of the foreigner in Goering's wild
accusatory communiqu^ the knowledge that the alleged docu-
ments discovered in the abandoned Communist headquarters
were such clumsy forgeries that even the rough and ready Goering
dared not publish them, the nature of the protests and appeals
received made responsible politicians distinctly apprehensive.
The Black White Red Front thought it necessary to tell the nation
that it could trust Papen to control the wild men, a piece of
information which must have gravely embarrassed even him, and
Hindcnburg, unable to disregard a protest from the whole Catholic
episcopate, had to telegraph in answer that he personally would
do all in his power to protect the freedom of the vote, and that
he was confident the government also realized the necessity to
do so. His effort may or may not have been feeble; it was cer-
tainly in vain. Nowhere did the forces of the state make any
effort to defend the voter; in the great towns public opinion had
to be regarded, and it would never do to make the result farcical
there, but in the little towns and remote communes the method
of controlling voters was that favoured by the Poles in Silesia
on the brutality, illegality, and barbarism of which there exists
a whole literature in Germany. The National Socialists are never
ashamed to go to school and see merit in surpassing their masters.
Yet in spite of the terror, in spite of the panic, in spite of the
legitimate fears of the individual, the result was a triumph for
the German democracy, an academic triumph indeed which meant

